“Becoming a student medical assistant has tempered me to balance my hobbies, career, and school work. The position requires efficiency, which encourages a habit of ingenuity when problem solving. Standards of persistent excellence at the student health center have disciplined me to hold higher expectations for my personal success, both in and out of school.”
“I joined The Outdoor Program (TOP) because I knew it would give me more responsibilities and opportunities to create fun experiences for other students. I continue to lead TOP trips so that students living on campus will have access to positive outdoors-centered recreation. Taking control of the fate of the Evergreen woods by improving the trail system will empower and build up campus culture, which is a cause I seek to advance by leading The Evergreen Conservation Corps to new heights.”
"I became an RA because I care deeply about my school, and I wanted to help pass that affection on to others who chose to come here as well. I had a great experience during my first year here in Evergreen housing because of the amazing RAs in my community and I wanted to be part of that. Throughout my experience as a Resident Assistant, I’ve learned that I do have what it takes to create an inclusive and comfortable environment for others to thrive in, and being part of the community that I helped foster is one of my favorite parts of being an RA."
“Whatever you’ve done wrong, that doesn’t have to be the end. There is always tomorrow. You can always come back and make a difference, that’s what I always tell my friends.”

Playing at the Top of Your Game: Work, Purpose, Challenge, and Grit